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Timeline 
 
The entire sample followed the same sequence. 

 
 

 
  

Welcome

The Collective Problem
RR / RA / AR / AA

Ambiguity

CRT/Maths

Inequity

Mini Dictator

Time Preferences

Risk Aversion
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The Collective Problem 
 
T1: Risk-Risk (RR) 
In this task you are in a team of 5 

participants. We have put 25€ in a 

safe for you (5€ for each of you). 

 

The problem is that a thief can 

open the safe and take the money. 

In that case you would be left with 

nothing. To prevent this, you will 

need a locksmith to install an anti-

theft system. 

 

BOX: If your team of five pays him 

a sufficient price, he will install a 

more secure system (only one in 
ten thieves will be able to open it), 

if your team pays less, it will be 

less safe (nine in ten thieves will 

be able to open it). 

 

What you don’t know is what the 

locksmith considers to be a 

sufficient price: it could be 5€ or it could be 10€ (and both prices are equally 

likely). 

 
What do you have to do? 
 

You must decide how much out of your 5€ you will contribute to pay the locksmith 

to prevent the theft. At the end of the experiment, you will get five euros minus 

the amount you contributed, as long as your team has not been robbed. If you 

have been robbed, then you would be left with nothing. 
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T2: Ambiguity-Risk (AR)  
 

Same intro (paragraphs 1 and 2), then the paragraph with the treatment; last 

two paragraphs are again identical.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

BOX: If your team of five pays him a sufficient price, he will install a more 

secure system (at most two in ten thieves will be able to open it), if your team 

pays less, it will be less safe (at least eight in ten thieves will be able to open 

it). 

 

What you don’t know is what the locksmith considers to be a sufficient price: it 

could be 5€ or it could be 10€ (and both prices are equally likely). 
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T3: Risk-Ambiguity (RA)  
 

Same intro (paragraphs 1 and 2), then the paragraph with the treatment; last 

two paragraphs are again identical.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

BOX: If your team of five pays him a sufficient price, he will install a more 

secure system (only one in ten thieves will be able to open it), if your team pays 

less, it will be less safe (nine in ten thieves will be able to open it). 

 

What you don’t know is what the locksmith considers to be a sufficient price: it 

could be 5€ or it could be 10€. 
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T4: Ambiguity-Ambiguity (AA) 
 

Same intro (paragraphs 1 and 2), then the paragraph with the treatment; last 

two paragraphs are again identical.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
BOX: If your team of five pays him a sufficient price, he will install a more 

secure system (at most two in ten thieves will be able to open it), if your team 

pays less, it will be less safe (at least eight in ten thieves will be able to open it). 

 

What you don’t know is what the locksmith considers to be a sufficient price: it 

could be 5€ or it could be 10€. 
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Ambiguity Aversion 
 

 

In a box there are green apples and 

red apples, but we don’t know how 

many of each color. Let’s take out an 

apple. If it comes out green you win 2€. 

If it comes out red you win nothing. 

 

You have two options: 

 

Participate in the task (you will win 

either 2€ if it comes out green or 0€ if it 

comes out red). 

 

Or sell the task to someone else.  

 

If you want to sell it you have to say at 

what price you want to sell it (between 

0€ and 2€). Two things can happen: 

 

- If the price you ask for is higher than what other person wants to pay 

YOU KEEP IT. 

- If the price you ask for is the same as or less than what that person 

wants to pay, then you sell it and you keep the selling price. 
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CRT (Cognitive Reflection Test) 
 
 
CRT1   If you are running a race and you overtake the person in second place, 

what position are you in? The answer is a number (a position in the 

ranking). 

 

CRT2 A farmer had 15 sheep and all but 8 died. How many sheep does he 

have left? The answer is a number (of sheep). 

 

CRT3 A new library is buying books for its collection. Each week the number of 

books in the library doubles. If it takes the library 36 weeks to complete 

the collection, how many weeks does it take to acquire half of the 

collection? 

 

 
 
Math Skills 
 

 

MAT1 If there are 5 people holding the winning lottery ticket and the prize to be 

shared is two million euros, how much money will each person receive? 

The answer is a number (amount of money). 

 

MAT2 Suppose you have 100€ in a savings account that yields a 2% interest 

rate  per year. If you keep the money in the account for 5 years, how 

much money would you have at the end of these 5 years? 

 

MAT2 Suppose you have 100€ in a savings account. The account accrues an 

interest rate of 10% per year. How much money would you have in your 

account after two years? The answer is a number (amount of money). 
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Inequity Aversion 

 

With probability 1/2 subjects were assigned to 4A or 4B. Regardless of that 
assignment, the treatment questions a) and b) are always presented in random 
order. 
 

 

Task 4A:  
 
a) Please rate on the scale below how well this statement describes you as a 
person:  
 
“I am not concerned about how much money I have, what concerns me is that 
others have less than me.” 
 
 

 Not at all                                                                 Describes me perfectly                                                  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

b) Please rate on the scale below how well this statement describes you as a 
person: 
 
“I am not concerned about how much money I have, what concerns me is that 
others have more than me.” 
 
 

 Not at all                                                                 Describes me perfectly                                                  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

 
Task 4B 
 
 
Please rate on the scale how well this statement describes you as a person:  
 
Fixed part: 
 
“I am not concerned about how much money others have, what concerns me is 
how much money I have” 
 

 Not at all                                                                 Describes me perfectly                                                  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
Second part: 
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a) “It concerns me that other people have less money than me.” 
 

 Not at all                                                                 Describes me perfectly                                                  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

b) “It concerns me that other people have more money than me.” 
 

 Not at all                                                                 Describes me perfectly                                                  
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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Mini Dictator Games: 
 

 
 

In this task we will match you with another person participating in the survey. 

One of you will have the ability to decide for both of you. The other will simply 

be the receiver. You will be able to be a receiver or a decision maker with equal 

probability. 

 

You are going to make 6 decisions about how to allocate amounts of money 

between you and your partner. Each decision consists of two options and you 

must choose one. The other person will receive the amount you send him/her 

and will never know your identity, nor will you know his/her identity. 

 

To calculate the final amount of money we will roll a die and choose one of the 

6 options (depending on the face of the die). For example, if it comes out 3 we 

will use your choice of row 3 to make the payments. 
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Subjects make 6 decisions in random order. The 6 choices are binary, and the 

A option is the equal distribution (1€ / 1€). The only variation appears in the B 

option 

 

Now, you must choose one of the two options 
A 1€ for you / 1€ for the other person 

B 0.8€ for you / 1.6€ for the other person 

 

 

Now, you must choose one of the two options 
A 1€ for you / 1€ for the other person 

B 1.2€ for you / 0.4€ for the other person  

 

 

Now, you must choose one of the two options 
A 1€ for you / 1€ for the other person 

B 1€ for you / 1.8€ for the other person  

 

 

Now, you must choose one of the two options 
A 1€ for you / 1€ for the other person 

B 1€ for you / 0.6€ for the other person  

 

 

Now, you must choose one of the two options 
A 1€ for you / 1€ for the other person 

B 1.60€ for you / 0.4€ for the other person  

 

 

Now, you must choose one of the two options 
A 1€ for you / 1€ for the other person 

B 1.1€ for you / 1.9€ for the other person  
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Time Preferences 
 
 

 
 
 
Among the following options, which one do you hypothetically prefer, the left or 
the right one? 
 
The two options are always: 
  

• “mañana” (tomorrow) 
•  “en un mes” (one month later) 

 
The latter option varies from 100€ to 150€. 
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Risk Aversion 
 

 

In a box there are 5 green 

apples and 5 red apples. If 

it comes out green you win 

2€. If it comes out red you 

win nothing. 

 

You have two options: 

 

Participate in the task (you 

will win either 2€ if it comes 

out green or 0€ if it comes 

out red). 

 

Or sell the task to someone 

else.  

 

If you want to sell it you 

have to say at what price 

you want to sell it (between 

0€ and 2€). Two things can 

happen: 

- If the price you ask for is higher than what other person wants to pay 

YOU KEEP IT. 

- If the price you ask for is the same as or less than what that person 

wants to pay, then you sell it and you keep the selling price. 
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SURVEY ON DECISION MAKING IN SPAIN 

           
This survey is part of a scientific study carried out by researchers from Universidad Loyola 
Andalucía, Universidad Carlos III, and UPV. We are conducting a study on inequality in Spain. 
This survey is part of a project in collaboration with the Junta de Andalucía.  
 
You have been selected as part of a sample in Spain. We would like to ask you some questions 
about your views on several issues. Your answers will be treated anonymously, but will serve to 
contribute to an improved understanding of decision making. You may withdraw your participation 
at any time without explanation. 
 
 

 
 
 
(New screen) 
 
 
Next, we are going to ask you a few questions about yourself. Please answer each of 
them. 
 
 
(New screen) 
 
 
1. Age (years old on your last birthday). 
 

 
 

2. Sex 
 Male ...............................................   1 

 Female ...........................................   2 

 I do not identify with any of the above ...   3 

 I prefer not to answer .....................   4 

 

 

3. Where do you live? 
 Autonomous Community (drop down) 

 Province (drop down) 

 City:__________________________ 

 Neighborhood:_________________ 

  Postal code:______________________  

 

4. Nationality 
 Spanish .......................................... 1 

 Spanish but born outside Spain ..... 2 

The information obtained in this survey is protected by the provisions of the Organic Law 3/2018 on the 
Protection of Personal Data and guarantee of digital rights, which regulates the information in the 
collection of data, not being able to be treated or disseminated only in numerical and aggregate form, to 
ensure the anonymity of respondents 

 
13.1 of the Law of the Statistical Function of May 9, 1989, which regulates statistical confidentiality 
for public administrations, all personnel will have the obligation to preserve statistical 
confidentiality (art. 17.1 of the LFEP) and may not be treated or disseminated except in 
numerical and aggregate form, in order to guarantee the anonymity of the persons 
interviewed.  
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 Other .............................................. 3 

 Indicate which__________________ 

 

5.    Marital status 

 Single ............................................. 1 

 Cohabitation/Domestic Partnership 2 

 Married (any rite) ............................ 3 
 Widowed ........................................ 4 

 Divorced ......................................... 5 

 Separated ...................................... 6 

 NS/NC ............................................ 9 

 

6.  What is the highest level of studies you have completed? (In case of studies in 
countries other than Spain use equivalent category) 
 

1. Compulsory secondary education/EGB/elementary school or less 
2. Intermediate vocational training or Baccalaureate/BUP/Higher 

Baccalaureate 
3. FP higher grade 
4. University (undergraduate) 
5. University 2 (master's or PhD) 

 
 
7. What is the highest level of education your parents completed? (In case of studies in 
countries other than Spain, use equivalent category). 
 

 _7_1 
Father 

7_2 
Mother 

Compulsory secondary education/EGB/elementary school or less 1 1 
Intermediate vocational training or Baccalaureate/BUP/Higher Baccal 2 2 
FP higher grade 3 3 
University (undergraduate) 4 4 
University 2 (master's or PhD) 5 5 

 
8. How many people live with you? (here you should include all those who live in your 
household on a regular basis) 
Adults (14 years old or older) __ __ __ (drop down) 
Children (under 14 years of age) __ __ __(drop down) 
 
9. Which of the following situations are you currently in? (Multi-response) 

Employee (Permanent contract) 1 
Employee (Temporary contract).... 2 
Unemployed worker without contract............. 3 
Self-employed ............................ 4 
Family business worker...................... 5 
Sick leave or maternity/paternity/paternity.......... 6 
Unemployed/.......................................................... 7 
Retired or retired from work............................... 8 
Permanently disabled................................. 9 
Studying/taking training courses        10 
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Performing unpaid social work, charitable activities 
................................................. 11 
ERTE..... ......................................................   12 
Other situation (specify)......................... ...13  
NS/NC.............................................................  

 
 
10. In the last month your household received income from ....,(Multi-response) 

 a. Wages 

 b. Pensions 

c. Unemployment benefits 

d. Child, housing, sickness, scholarship and scholarship allowances 

e. Minimum Living Income or other regional minimum incomes. 

f. Other public aid 

g. Transfers from family, friends or organizations 

h. Business activities 

i. Self-employed professional activities 

j. Other income (sales, rents, dividends, interest, capital gains...) 

 

11. Where did you live when you were 8 and 15 years old? 
 When I was 8 years old     When I was 15 years old 
 City:____________     City:____________ 
 Neighborhood:________     Neighborhood:________ 
 Postal code:____________    Postal code:____________ 
 
12. On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate this neighborhood? 
 
When I was 8 years old  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
When I was 15 years old  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

13. Do you consider yourself a religious person? 

Yes..................................1 

No................................2 

 

If you answered 1 to question 13,à go to 13a and 13b. 

    very poor                                                                                                                                     very rich                                                                                                           

    very poor                                                                                                                                     very rich                                                                                                           
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If you answered 2 skip to question 14 
 

13a. What religion do you profess? 

Catholic........................1 

Protestant.................2 

Islam.....................3 

Jewish.....................4 

Other......................5 

 

13b. With what intensity? On a scale of 1 to 10, where would you place 
yourself: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

14. Please tell us to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statement: "The 
State should take measures to reduce differences in income levels".  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
15. Some people think that people's economic position depends almost exclusively on 
their family background, contacts or simply the luck of their effort, education and 
professional worth. Others think that what really matters is effort, education and 
professional worth. On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is luck (family and contacts) and 10 is 
effort (education and worth), how much do you think effort influences the economic 
position achieved by people in Spain?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
16. On a scale of 1 to 10, to what extent are you willing to take risks in general?  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

    very weak                                                                                                                                 very strong 

    strongly disagree                                                                                                                 strongly agree                                                                                                          

    luck                                                                                                                                                    effort                                                                                                          

    very little                                                                                                                                    very much  
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17. When talking about politics, the expressions left and right are commonly used. Here is 
a series of boxes from left to right. In which box would you place yourself according to 
your political views? Mark it with an X. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
18. Can you tell us where your monthly household income is? (Net, after taxes). 

0-499 € ........................................... 1 

500-699 € ....................................... 2 

700-899 € ....................................... 3 
900-1099 € ..................................... 4 

1100-1199 € ................................... 5 

1200-1399 € ................................... 6 

1400-1699 € ................................... 7 

1700-1999 € ................................... 8 

2000-2499 € ................................... 9 

More than 2500 € ........................... 10 
Don't know ..................................... 88 

No answer ...................................... 99 

 

19. Which of the following categories best describes the industry in which you normally work? 
a. Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting 
b. Mining 
c. Construction 
d. Industry 
e. Trade 
f. Transportation and storage 
g. Software, telecommunications, information and data processing services 
h. Finance and Insurance 
i. Real Estate, Rental and Leasing 
j. University education 
k. Primary or secondary education  
l. Health and social assistance 
m. Arts, entertainment and recreation 
n. Hotel and gastronomic services 
o. Government and Public Administration 
p. Legal Services 
q. Scientific or technical services 
r. Household chores 
s. Military 
t. Religious 
u. Other industry 

 
 

20. Which of the following best describes your job title? 
a. Senior Management 
b. Middle management 

    left                                                                          right                                                                      right      
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c. Qualified worker 
d. Independent professional 
e. Administrative personnel 
f. Researcher 
g. Student 
h. Another 

 

21. On a scale of 1 to 10 To what extent do you feel you can trust other people you 
interact with in your daily life (family, friends, etc.)?  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
 

22. To what extent do you think you can trust strangers you meet on the street?  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

23. To what extent do you think you can trust local government institutions?  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

24. To what extent do you think you can trust the autonomous government 
institutions?  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
 

25. To what extent do you think you can trust national government institutions?  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

26. In your opinion, which of the following do you consider to be the most serious 
problem currently facing the world as a whole? 
 

a. Global warming  
b. International terrorism  
c. Poverty, lack of food and drinking water  

    very little                                                                                                                                    very much  

    very little                                                                                                                                    very much  

    very little                                                                                                                                    very much  

    very little                                                                                                                                    very much  

    very little                                                                                                                                    very much  
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d. The spread of an infectious disease  
e. A major global economic downturn  
f. The proliferation of nuclear weapons  
g. Armed conflicts  
h. The increasing world population  
i. Other ____________ 
 
 

27. On a scale of 1 to 10: How serious a problem do you think climate change is at the 
moment?  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
 

28. Personally, do you think you are well informed or not about: 
 

28.a The different causes of climate change  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
28.b The different consequences of climate change  

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

28.c Ways in which we can fight climate change  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
 

29. In your opinion and on a scale of 1 to 10, are each of the following institutions 
currently doing too much (10), doing about the right amount (5), or not doing enough (1) 
to combat climate change? 

 
29.a The national government  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
 

    very low severity                                                                                                             extremely severe 

    very little informed                                                                                                         very well informed 

    very little informed                                                                                                         very well informed 

    very little informed                                                                                                         very well informed 

    not doing enough                                          the right amount                                                    too much 
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29.b The autonomous government  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
 
29.c City Hall  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
29.d The European Union  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
29.e Corporations and industry  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 
29.f Citizens themselves  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

30. For each of the following statements, express your level of agreement on a 
scale from 1 to 10 
 

30.a Climate change is an unstoppable process; we cannot do anything 
about it.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

30.b The seriousness of climate change has been exaggerated.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

    not doing enough                                          the right amount                                                    too much 

    not doing enough                                          the right amount                                                    too much 

    not doing enough                                          the right amount                                                    too much 

    not doing enough                                          the right amount                                                    too much 

    not doing enough                                          the right amount                                                    too much 

    strongly disagree                                                                                                                 strongly agree                                                                                                          

    strongly disagree                                                                                                                 strongly agree                                                                                                          
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30.c Emission of CO2 (carbon dioxide) has only a minor impact on climate 
change.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

30.d Fighting climate change can have a positive impact on the European 
economy.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

30.e Alternative fuels, such as "biofuels", should be used to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

30.f You have personally taken actions aimed at helping fight climate change.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 
 

31. Which of the following actions aimed at combating climate change have you personally 
taken? Multi-response 

a. You have purchased a car that consumes less fuel or is more 
environmentally friendly. 

b. You are reducing the use of your car, for example, by car-sharing or using 
your car more efficiently. 

c. You have chosen an environmentally friendly means of transportation (by 
foot, bicycle, public transport). 

d. You are reducing your consumption of energy at home (e.g., turning off air 
conditioning or heating, not leaving appliances on standby, buying energy-
efficient products such as low-energy light bulbs or appliances). 

e. You are reducing your consumption of water at home (e.g., not leaving water 
running when washing the dishes, etc.). 

f. Whenever possible, you avoid taking short-haul flights. 
g. You have switched to an energy supplier or to a tariff that provides a higher 

share of energy from renewable sources than the previous one 
h. You are separating most of your waste for recycling  
i. You are reducing the consumption of disposable items (e.g. plastic bags, 

packaging, etc.). 

    strongly disagree                                                                                                                 strongly agree                                                                                                          

    strongly disagree                                                                                                                 strongly agree                                                                                                          

    strongly disagree                                                                                                                 strongly agree                                                                                                          

    strongly disagree                                                                                                                 strongly agree                                                                                                          
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j. You buy local and seasonal products to avoid products that come from far 
away and therefore contribute to CO2 emissions (due to transportation). 

k. You have installed equipment in your own home that generates renewable 
energy (e.g., wind turbine, solar panels). 

 
32. There are many reasons why people take action to combat climate change. Please tell 

us which of the following applies to you.  
a. You think that, if everyone changed their behavior, it will have a real impact 

on climate change. 
b. Your think that it is your duty as a citizen to protect the environment  
c. You are very concerned about the world you will leave for the young and 

future generations. 
d. You think that taking these actions will save you money  
e. You have been directly exposed to the consequences of climate change. 
 
 

33. There are many reasons that prevent people from taking action to combat climate 
change. Please tell us which of the following applies to you. 

a. You believe that changing your behavior will have no real impact on climate 
change. 

b. You believe that it is governments, companies and industries that need to 
change their behavior, not citizens. 

c. You would like to take action, but do not know what you can do to fight climate 
change. 

d. You think it would be too expensive to take actions that fight climate change. 
e. You are not concerned about climate change 
 
 

34. Personally, how much extra would you be willing to pay each month on your 
electricity bill to have it produced from environmentally friendly sources to fight climate 
change?  
 
------------------ euros (is a number between 0 and any positive) 
 
 
 
 
 


